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Information Exchange
– the evolution

The risks with the public cloud
While cloud storage has certainly revolutionized the
way people store and share data – all is not as well as
it might seem. The problem is a little thing called
Privacy. Privacy is a basic human impulse. The right to
control who sees our most personal information and
activities is recognized by most democratic legal
systems. So, can Privacy be guaranteed with security
software one puts on their machines? Perhaps – but
more than likely, not. Because while Security and
Privacy have some things in common – they’re not the
same thing. Security is a form of defense. Privacy is
the freedom to control access to your personal
information. Using the analogy used by the folks at
zeroknowledgeprivacy.org, “when you draw the blinds
shut across your living room window – you’re doing so
for privacy. When you put a lock on the front door of
your home – you’re doing so for security.”
Most of the companies that provide customers online
storage in the cloud have privacy policies, but that
doesn’t necessarily mean they’re guaranteeing your
privacy. In many cases, when you say “I agree” to a
Privacy policy, you’re actually granting the company
certain permissions and/or licenses to your data. If
you read through the legalese patiently, you’ll find out

that in almost all cases, you’re giving away permissions
to these companies and allowing access to your
information to varying degrees. In many cases the large
eCommerce and Internet giants get a license to your
information as soon as you upload it.
But the fact remains that your data is still not private,
even if only from the government. This whole situation
is set to get a whole lot worse shortly with the wave of
IoT (Internet of Things). IoT implies a world where a
number of things that many of us don’t consider
computers will have a chip in them and be connected
to the internet. So, wrist watches, refrigerators,
automobiles, perhaps even coffee mugs are going to
be speeding along the internet super- highway whether
we like it or not. And the main thing these objects will
be doing on the internet is – you guessed it –
transmitting large volumes of data. Many companies
are devoting their time to solving the Big Data problem
this is going to create and what kinds of analytics tools
they should use to mine the wealth of information they
suddenly get as a result, but few if any are worried
about customer privacy. Let’s illustrate this with a
couple of examples:

A wrist watch that measures a user’s heart rate, temperature and other vital body signs could possibly
send this information back to a
public cloud maintained by the watch maker. Or it could go to a cloud that is maintained by the app
developer who created the app.
A refrigerator might send information back about the foods users eat. The famous example of a
refrigerator ordering milk from the grocery store automatically – isn’t that far away from reality as one
might think. But what this means also is that a lot of information about the user’s dietary habits could
now find its way into the public cloud.
An automobile transmits information back to the car manufacturer about where its owner travels, how
much they drive, their average driving speed, etc.

These examples pertain to individual (consumer)
data, but the same risks plague enterprises too. In
fact, arguably, there is more at stake in loss of
confidentiality with enterprise data. Encryption
seems like an obvious answer to mitigate concerns
around privacy. But, one would expect that all the
large SaaS vendors are encrypting the data their
customers are entrusting to them. In truth, they are
– but many are using encryption keys which also
allow them to decrypt the data should they want to.
It is like locking your front door, but entrusting the
keys to someone else. Not something most
enterprises should feel safe doing..

BYOK
To counter this fear, a handful of cloud and SaaS
vendors have advertised a concept that is
commonly presented to customers as “Bring Your
Own Key” (call it BYOK for short). The idea here is
to overcome the fundamental objection that the
encryption of data at rest which is provided by the
public cloud or SaaS vendors is not adequate
protection for customer data, since the cloud or
SaaS vendor can decrypt the data and gain access
to it any time. BYOK strives to reassure customers
that they control the keys used for encrypting their
data in the cloud.

BYOK does allow the customer to provide an
encryption key, but in many cases, it does little
more.
a.

For one thing, the encryption key the customer
provides is many times not even the key used to
encrypt the data. The SaaS or cloud vendor
uses their own key to encrypt and then uses the
customer’s key to encrypt their key.
b. Depending on the service being provided, the
SaaS or cloud vendor still retains the ability to
perform operations on the customer’s data (like
full text indexing or analytics).

c. The cloud or SaaS vendor seems to have access
to the customer’s key at any point in time to
perform operations without requiring the
customer’s explicit permission to do so.
Remember that they may not be able to see the
customer’s key, but they may still be able to use
it to decrypt data as needed.
d. Customers rarely if ever can change their key at
will.
Before using the cloud to store any business data, it is
important to get a few things straight:
Cloud – As the FSFE (Free Software Foundation
Europe) put it nicely: “There is no cloud, just other
people’s computers.” To be more precise, other
people’s computers, managed by humans. In other
words, the cloud can be compromised too.
Encryption - Best practice encryption requires a
separation of duties between the owner of the data
and the cloud or SaaS vendor. This means, you
should control the encryption and the keys and let the
cloud or SaaS vendor only manage the data. We’ll get
back to this a bit later.
Large doesn’t necessarily mean safe - A highly reputed
Cloud or SaaS provider with decades of experience
and billions of dollars of market capitalization isn’t
necessarily safe if there is no technological barrier
preventing them from getting to your data.

What BYOK doesn’t
always do
Key management is the most complex part of any
security system dealing with data encryption. Ideally
the customers is the only one who should be able to
generate and keep the encryption keys. That is what
BYOK should promise. If yes, how is enterprise data
being decrypted in the cloud? The truth is, businesses
have to, in many cases, “share” the keys with the
Cloud or SaaS vendor.

Here’s a good way to check if a SaaS vendor is really
doing true BYOK. Imagine that the Cloud/SaaS vendor
wasn’t able to access the enterprise’s keys to decrypt
data without permission. A good check would be to see
if they are still able to offer eDiscovery, Search, Content
Indexing, De-duplication, DLP, and Analytics on the
data they are storing. If they are, it means that they
most likely are able to use the business’ encryption
keys to decrypt data..

The acid test is for a business to ask their SaaS
vendor if they are free to change the keys anytime.
And “Can I change the keys and not inform you the cloud or SaaS vendor?” and “Would changing
keys mean any disruption in service?”. If BYOK
works correctly, the answer should be “yes” to both
questions above. If not, the business is not really
getting a true BYOK arrangement.

And if they can do that, that technically means
enterprise data can be accessed for reasons other than
for providing these services too.
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Many SaaS vendors also advertise the use of a HSM –
a third party keeper of keys. It is usually hardware that
is built to hold encryption keys and also process
encryption / decryption functions securely. When using
BYOK, the encryption key the enterprise provides goes
into the Cloud HSM. And once the keys go in there, no
one can gets access the keys - not even the cloud
provider or SaaS vendor. But the part that most
customers may not fully understand is that many SaaS
or cloud vendors are freely able to use customer keys
to decrypt their data via the HSM. So, the customer
keys maybe inaccessible to the SaaS vendor, but their
data isn’t.

At Parablu, we build secure data management
solutions for the cloud.
What we’ve done is pioneered the concept of a
secure storage container you can create inside any
cloud service of your choice. It is essentially a ring
fenced area in which all data is safe, encrypted, and
fully audit logged. The Secure Storage Container,
which we call BluKrypt™ also comes with a secure
cloud gateway which encrypts data using your keys
before transmitting it to the cloud destination. In
fact, BluKrypt™ doesn’t merely encrypt data – it
obfuscates it thoroughly. File names, folder names,
etc. become undecipherable on the target storage
when BluKrypt™ is in use.

Files may also be chunked up into smaller components
and encrypted separately.
BluKrypt operates on an important principle in
encryption called the Separation of Duties or
Segregation of Duties (SoD).
When done correctly, SoD is a risk and security
measure that ensures no two parties can perform the
same part of a critical process or function. By dividing
responsibilities and limiting access to information and
data on a strictly need-to-know basis, organizations
can significantly reduce. their risk. Many organizations
already successfully implement SoD in other areas of
their business, such as in their finance teams. As
individuals, most of us practice SoD every time we rent
a safe deposit box with a bank. While we trust the
bank’s vault to keep our valuables safe, we always
ensure exclusive access by bring home a key to the
safe deposit box. This is the same concept that
BluKrypt helps enforce in the digital world.
With BluKrypt, businesses can ensure that while they
use the cloud as a repository for storing data, they
remain in complete control over the encryption keys –
thus enforcing a strict separation of duties. SoD can
also be an important step towards satisfying and being
in a strong defensive position towards current and
future privacy regulations such as the GDPR.
The BluKrypt gateway can be deployed on-premise or
as a cloud instance. By deploying the BluKrypt™
Gateway inside their network perimeter and routing all
backup traffic through it, businesses can ensure that
data is encrypted before it travels to its eventual cloud
storage destination. This encryption is persistent in
that it isn’t just encryption “in-flight” – the data remains
encrypted with the enterprise’s keys even once the
data reaches the cloud destination and is at rest. Also,
the enterprise holds and retains complete control of
the encryption keys.
BluKrypt ensures that piecing together data off the
target cloud storage is completely impossible unless
the user authenticated themselves appropriately, at
which point, BluKrypt™ de-obfuscates and decrypts
the data back to its original form.

The Parablu solution
suite
New age data protection and management
with an advanced privacy gateway
At Parablu, we are fanatical about security. We
have built a suite of cloud data management
solutions that all use our BluKrypt secure storage
container as the underpinning. Whether it is
BluVault (our enterprise backup), BluSync (our
content collaboration solution) or BluDrive (our large
file sharing and transfer solution) – they all use
BluKrypt as the foundation for security.

We never actually store encryption keys anywhere on
disk – they’re manufactured as required, kept in
memory while in use (for encryption and decryption
functions) and immediately destroyed.
We believe in the notion of zero-knowledge privacy
which means that while our software may encrypt
and decrypt your data, it can do so without
compromising your data’s privacy. In Parablu’s
management portal, administrators can change a field
called the “Initialization Vector” (IV) which is an
ingredient that goes into computing the encryption
keys for each user.. This IV can be changed at any
time or as frequently you’d like to. Changing the IV
has the effect of changing encryption keys for all your
users effective immediately. For a physical world
analogy, think of this as the equivalent of changing
the locks on the front door of your home. You can do
this any time you feel your keys have been
compromised or as frequently as you’d like to based
on your company’s policies.

In addition to the security strengths, Parablu’s
solutions have been built to be enterprise class. A
state-less scale-out architecture, cloud agnosticity,
centralized policy based management, integration
with Active Directory, network bandwidth throttling,
partial file transfers, de-duplication, search, miniclouds, etc. are all built-in features of our product
suite.
We want businesses to use the cloud fearlessly.
Reach out to us via our website to learn more.

We’ve barely scratched the
surface of what’s possible with
Parablu.
To learn more, just visit
www.parablu.com

The Cloud is a
Great Thing.
We just want to
make it safer.
www.parablu.com
info@parablu.com

